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Consumer research has shown that consumers value products for their linking value they provide in connecting consumers one with

another. We propose that consumers utilize marketplace resources in ways that link themselves with past generations, in ways that

create opportunities for intense identity negotiation. Drawing on consumers in the genealogical market, we identify the "rooting value"

of genealogy: a "hobby" that allows for individuals to securely root their notions of self from learning about past generations. Though

often rooting activities result in positive feelings of self, conflicting information unearthed in research leads consumers to negotiate

who they perceive themselves to be.
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Rooting Value: Identity Negotiations From Juxtaposing Past and Present
Leah Carter Schneider, York University, Canada

Julia Creet, York University, Canada

The postmodern landscape hinders the formation of deep, long-lasting, and personally significant connections with others and to create 
a cohesive sense of self (Firat and Venkatesh, 1995; Cova 1997).  Consumer research has shown that consumers utilize marketplace products, 
resources, discourses, and sites to form identities and to create communities and neotribes with one another both in the real world and virtual 
world (e.g., Thompson and Hirschman 1995; Solomon 1983; Muñiz and O’Guinn 2001; Cova 1997; Cova and Cova 2002; Kozinets 1997).  
Participating in marketplace communities allows individuals to express one’s identity, or to adopt new identities based on desire for accep-
tance from the focal social group (Schouten and McAlexander 1995).  Products and services that facilitate connecting individuals together, 
such as Facebook, are also increasingly valued in the marketplace for their linking capabilities (Cova 1997).  Relationships and identity work 
therefore seem to be interwoven in the modern market arena, and facilitated by the adoption and use of specific market products.  However, 
consumers may also use marketplace offerings to form alternative relationships with others beyond traditional social interactions that create 
opportunities for more intense identity work. 

The mobility of individuals to move from place to place, as well as the myriad of identity positions offered through the marketplace, 
most likely contribute to some consumers experiencing continued and heightened senses of dislocation, disconnection, and identity confusion 
(e.g., Peñaloza 1994; Askegaard, Arnould, and Kjeldgaard 2005; Ustuner and Holt 2007). In this paper, we present and explore the rooting 
value, or the identity value of marketplace activities that ground a person’s sense of self as individuals confront their identities.  Specifically, 
we focus on the genealogical market, a site in which consumers learn about and form relationships with their ancestors as they build their fam-
ily trees.  We propose that consumer identity work is not only influenced by personal actions, choices, or preferences, but also by the process 
of encountering and negotiating personally relevant information and relationships discovered through market activities.

Drawing on consumer identity and consumer sociality (e.g., tribes, communities, and family) research, we aim to explore consumer 
identity questions that arise when consumers work to learn about their ancestors.  We address questions of the motivations for individuals to 
undertake genealogical work, and the identity value and challenges to an individual’s self-concept that genealogical findings create.  In order 
to address the research questions, we utilize data from: (1) in-depth interviews with individual and professional genealogists, (2) netnographic 
data of online forums of genealogical enthusiasts and amateurs, and (3) active participant notes, as the secondary author engaged in her own 
genealogical quest.  Using an iterative data analysis process between the two authors, common themes were generated and compared in order 
to identify the identity work that emerged as consumers search for their ancestors.  

Preliminary findings from the data suggest that the genealogical market represents a site of intense, personal identity negotiations.  In-
dividual consumers experienced a spectrum of motivations that lead them to conduct their own genealogical work, including coping with 
separation and loss, such as moving away from “home” or the death of a loved one, and a desire to understand family quirks, traits, and 
qualities that are passed through generations.  However, we found that a significant motivation for undertaking genealogical work aligned 
with questions about one’s identity and roots.  By building their family history tree, informants cultivated feelings of connection to and be-
longing with others whose lives directly led to and influenced their traits, quirks, physical location, and values.  Stories, such as great-great 
grandfather’s who crossed the plains in dire conditions, greatly enhanced the connection with and identity value of ancestors to the present 
day descendant.  The sense of belonging that genealogical work generated provided informants with a redefined concept of who they are, as 
they then incorporated the histories, stories, and characteristics of their forefathers into their own identities.  Informants’ self-concepts were 
therefore not restricted to their own life choices, consumption decisions, occupations, and so on; rather, their self-identity was deconstructed 
and reorganized according to their family history.  

Although the identity work that occurred at the nexus of integrating one’s life to one’s ancestors generally led to positive outcomes for 
individuals and satisfied their desire for connection with their ancestors, some consumers experienced discord and tension as a result of their 
genealogical findings.  By perceiving family history as the roots through which personal identity is grounded, information discovered that 
contradicted current understanding of one’s identity led to crises of identity.  New information brought to light through genealogy regarding 
family ethnicity, living relations previously unknown to them due to infidelities, secrets, and so on, provided a catalyst for confronting one’s 
sense of self.  Having to “come to terms with” such information led to identity work that involved the rejection of family history informa-
tion as a way to maintain and protect the identity or a significant redefining of self.  Others engaged in critical evaluation of the self, as they 
renegotiated their personal identities in connection to the new information.  

Thus, the rooting value of connecting past with present in the genealogical market is generated as individuals learn of, analyze, and either 
accept/reject family history findings.  By engaging in genealogical work, consumers are able to use the past in order to root themselves in the 
present, either by linking themselves to their family history or by disengaging with the family history and reinforcing their personal identity 
as it stood prior to genealogical work.  The marketplace, by engaging and enticing consumers to “find themselves” through family history, 
acts as an arena for centering and rooting identity to anchor points either in the past or present as consumers integrate, restructure, or attempt 
to maintain their personal sense of self.  
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A Poison by Any Other Name: Aversion to Functional Food Chemicals
Aner Tal, Cornell University, USA

Brian Wansink, Cornell University, USA

In recent years a growing number of consumers has drifted away from additive-laden food and towards organic foods (Greene and Dimi-
tri 2003). In the process, some consumers have developed an aversion to “artificial” foods (Rozin 2005). The passion for organic, additive-
free foods, is a complex and understudied phenomena. One factor potentially driving the movement towards organic food is a growing belief 
that additives are unhealthy. This may indeed be true for some additives, but untrue for others. Consumers, however, may overgeneralize and 
suppose that all additives are “bad for you”. 

In judging a food to be less appealing due to additives contained, consumers may rely on cues leading to intuitive judgment rather 
than on detailed information processing, in accordance with an overall tendency for heuristic processing in the marketplace (Olshavsky and 
Granobis 1979, Hoyer 1984). Particular cues may associationally trigger aversive reactions to products that are perceived to be harmful due 
to additives contained. 

One cue that may be dominant in leading consumers to perceive a product as harmful is the presence of an ingredient that sounds 
“chemical”. Consumers may know that some chemicals are harmful, and generalize that “all chemicals are bad”, similar to other learned 
associations such as “healthy=not tasty” (Ragunathan et al. 2006). Thus, the mere presence of a chemical-sounding ingredient may suffice 
to trigger reduced evaluation of a product. 

Chemical-sounding names may harm product evaluation not just on relevant dimensions (e.g., health). Rather, their effects may general-
ize to other product dimensions. For instance, consumers may anticipate worse taste for products that contain “suspicious” additives. This 
may emanate from contagion from one product dimension to another, or from a generalized negative halo that imbues “chemicalized” prod-
ucts. Such effects might operate in similar manner to how consumers reduce evaluations of products that are touched by disgusting elements 
(Morales and Fitzsimons 2007). 

Study 1: Chemical vs  descriptive name reduces taste evaluation
The first study aimed to test whether consumers would predict lower tastiness for snacks that were reported to have “sodium benzoate” 

(a food preservative) rather than “food preservative”.
Method. Participants (N=52) were shown a picture of a cookie and told that the cookie contained either “food preservative” or “sodium 

benzoate”. They were then asked to rate how tasty they think they cookie is on a taste of 1 (=not at all) to 9 (=very much). 
Results. Participants rated the cookie as less tasty (M=5.3) when reading it contained “sodium benzoate” than they did when reading it 

contained “food preservative” (M=7), p=.001. This despite the relatively innocuous name of the preservative (reminiscent of salt, or, sound-
wise, soda). 

Study 2: Knowledge of chemical function doesn’t undo chemical halo
The second study wanted to examine whether learning of a chemical’s function would undo the negative effects of knowing a product 

contained it. The study also aimed to increase the generality of the previous study’s findings by adding a control condition where participants 
were told the cookies contained “milk chocolate” rather than “food preservative”. In addition, the study contained a different preservative 
name:  “potassium sorbate”. This would allow testing whether there was something special that made “sodium benzoate” abnormally lower 
ratings. Finally, the study contained one additional condition (for a total of 4 conditions) where the words “food preservative” were written 
in parentheses by the chemical additive name. This was meant to examine whether knowing the chemicals’ function would undo their detri-
mental effects on product evaluation. 

Results. There was a significant effect of condition on rated tastiness: F(5, 100)=3.86, p=.003. Ratings were lower for the chemical-name 
conditions (M=5.89) than for the non-preservative condition (M=7) and the food preservative condition (M=6.94). Note that having a food 
preservative did not lower evaluations, only having a chemical-sounding additive reduced evaluations.  Further, evaluations were reduced by 
the chemical presence even when participants knew the function of the additives (M=5.56), p>.5. 


